PCD/CBN tools from Guhring -
maximum efficiency for
complex machining tasks

- reamer for the machining of camshaft bearing seats in aluminium cylinderheads
- cutting head with PCD cutting edges and guide pads for high wear resistance
- axial and radial adjustment of cutting edges for an individual adaptation to the machining task
- user-friendly setting philosophy: The cutting edges can be adjusted effortlessly from one side
- PCD cutting edges can be re-ground up to 2 times
- carbide shank for high rigidity
- Guhring module adapter as the interface for accurate adjustment
Everything from one supplier – comprehensive and global

Approximately 500 employees world-wide develop, produce and distribute innovative PCD/CBN tools at Guhring. Many of our customers value the years of know-how in the conception of PCD/CBN special tools that we manufacture according to individual requirements and design for customers in the automotive industry, the aerospace industry or the mechanical engineering industry.

With many years of know-how, Guhring provides support to its customers from process design to tool application for series production. Experts are internationally active looking after customers on-site. Production, service and contact persons are available world-wide from one supplier.